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my voice
matters!

What’s in this pack?

Activity 1: I Matter

Activity 2: Making a
change

Activity 3: My feelings
matter

Activity 4: Inspirational young
people

Activity 5: Expressive art

Top tips for
teachers: 

Time to reflect

 Encouraging social action

Understanding the relationship
between feelings and what happens

physically

A research activity to look at the impact people
can have, no matter their age.

An art activity  (must have done
Activity 1 or 2 to complete)

Ways adults can utilise these
activities



Taking the time to think about ourselves - what we’re
grateful for, what makes us brave, what we’d like to
change - is really helpful in helping us find our own

unique voice and what matters to us

I matter

Instructions

Use the template on the next page and fill in
the information

1.

 Your teacher might give you different
headings to add too.

2.



Things that made me smile lately
are...

I am bravest
when I...

If I had 3 magic
wishes I would...

I am looking forward to...



Think about something that you would like to change in
your community, school or a club you go to.

1.

Mind map: What would you like to change? Where will
the change happen? Why would you like to change it?
What difference would it make? Who can help make this
change happen? 

2.

Use your mind map to help you write a letter. You can ask  
an adult to help you decide where the letter needs to be
sent.

3.

If you like, you can share your letter with us at Impact
Initiatives too!

4.

Instructions

making a change

Your voice matters! If there is something that you
are passionate about then you can use your voice

to help others understand your point of view.



Get a blank piece of paper and divide it up into 4
boxes. Label each box ‘happy’ ‘sad’ ‘angry’ ‘worried’

1.

Using the list on the next page, put each phrase into
one of the boxes that fits for you. EG. You might put

the word smiling’ into the box labelled ‘happy’ 

2.

Remember, some of these might be easier to put
into a box, but with others...maybe there’s some

overlap!

3.

The way you express your feelings might be different
from the person next to you - and that’s ok!

4.

Are there any you can add yourself?5.

Your feelings are important - they help guide you in
making decisions. Understanding our feelings is a big

part of taking care of our mental health.

My feelings matter

Instructions



smiling tearful

tight jaw

fast heart beat

laughing

butterflies in
tummy red cheeks/hot face

feel sick

tight chest

shaky handsforgetful

bouncy feet

frozen like a
statue



Take a look at the names of these different 
people, who decided to take action at a

young age.

1.

Find out about their messages; what they did
and what they believe in.

2.

What messages will you take with you?3.

Inspirational young people

Instructions

Will you be inspired?

Malala Yousafzai

Greta Thunberg
Havana Chapman-

Edwards

Max Woosey

Ryan Hreljac

Amy & Ella Meek



Expressive art

Sometimes it can be tricky to use words when we
want our voices to be heard. Art has been used as a

form of expressing ourselves for centuries. 

Often, we can use art to ‘say’ how we are feeling or tell
a story through pictures.

Instructions 
Using your work on the ‘I matter’
exercise OR ‘Making a change’

exercise, create a picture to
represent what you mean. No

writing/words allowed!



Top Tips for Teachers

I Matter: 
This is a great way of

getting children to reflect
on their hopes, what they’re

grateful for and what
they’re finding tricky - but

slightly reframed. You could
add your own headings too.

Making a change:
 It’s very powerful when children
feel that their voices are being
listened to. You could tailor this
activity - if you have a school
council, why not encourage

children to write to them about
their issues? Alternatively you

could take a KS2 approach with
each year group writing about a
cause in their local community

they would like to take forward to
their MP.My feelings matter:

This can link nicely to any
work that you’ve done on

Early Warning Signs.

Inspirational young
people:

Could make a fantastic
homework project. Or again,

you could take a whole
school approach and each

year group focus on a
different inspirational figure.

Are there any heroes you
would add?

Expressive art:
This is best linked to activity 1
or 2 but could work for any of

the other activities too. To
extend the activity you can
look at famous pieces of art
and ask the children what

they think the artist was trying
to convey with their pictures.



What do you think?
We really value any feedback! If you have used any of this

resource pack please let us know how you got on.
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